In [12] , Nishikawa and Sato studied conformal and projective foliations defined as foliations whose second order transversal bundle is endowed with either a conformal or a projective projectable structure .
ü) The unparametrized. geodesics of tfie connections Va of a projective structure are the same, and they yield tfie system of patfis of tfie structure which, in fact, is the characteristic object of the projective manifold . ü i) A projective structure can always be defined by a Ricci symmetric atlas (i .e ., one whose connections D a have a symmetric Ricci curvature tensor) .
(Then, ip of (1 .1) is a closed forro .) Moreover, we can even represent the structure by a single torsionless Ricci-symmetric linear connection .
iv) Let n = dim V > 1, and set Hence, the Pontrjagin classes of a general projective manifold V can be represented by projectively invariant forms, and these forms are given by (1 .4) .
Particularly, every projectively Euclidean manifold has vanishing Pontrjagin classes .
2 . Projective Foliations . Now, we shall apply the schema of Section 1 to the transverse bundle of a foliation . Let Mn be a manifold, and F a foliation of codimension Q on M (see, for instance [2] for generalities on foliations) .
Let E be the tangent bundle of F, and Q = Tr F = TM/E be its transverse bundle . Then, we have the natural projection u : 'DI + Q, and we shall denote Tr CX) = X, and X any element of The dual bundle 0* is a subbundle of T*M . Our connection will be to attach the label foliate to everything which is constant on the leaves of F, and the label basic to everything which depends only on the "differentials in 0* " . Particularly, a basic connection V on 0, is characterized by [2] (2 .1)
Such a connection has ¡he torsion
(which does not depend on the choice of X,Y), and it is torsionless if T = 0 .
Moreover, 0 is a foliate bundle, and the basic connection V is foliate if for every foliate sections Z,X, the Section V XZ is also foliate . It is known that Q has always basic connections but may have no foliate connections [9J . Finally, two torsionless basic connections on Q will be called transversally projectively related if for any vector field X on M, and section Z of 0 one has
for some basic 1-form a (i .e ., a E Q*), which implies that a(Z) depends on Z alone) . Now, we shall refer to basic connections on Q, define like in Section 1 transversal c-charts and atlases , and get thereby the notion of a transversal projective structure of the foliation F . Furthermore, if all the connections D a of a transversal projective atlas are foliate connections we shall say that this atlas defines a foliate transversal projective structure . A foliation F endowed with a foliate transversal projective structure is called a projective foliation .
(In this case, the 1-forms a of (2 .3) are foliate forms .) It is obvious that the transversal projective structure of a projective foliation F of codimension q is locally the pulí-back of a projective structure of Rq by the local submersions which define F [2] , and the latter are related by projective diffeomorphisms . This proves that our definition of a projective foliation is equivalent to that of [12] . Moreover, one can get transversal paths which are the pull-backs of the paths of the projective structure of Rq mentioned above .
Like in Section 1, we see that a global torsionless basic Q-connection defines a transversal projective structure of F, and every such structure has atlases consisting of a single global chart . Particularly, the transversal part of the second connection of a Riemannian metric of M with respect to F [14, 15] offers a transversal projective structure of F, which proves the existence of such structures for every F . But, generally, only local foliate transversal projective structures exist . Then, we choose once and for ever an auxiliary Riemann metric g, we identify Q with the corresponding normal bundle of F, and take the local bases and cobases (2 .5) Xa = áa -t u a u E Q(lE), X u = a u E E , ax ax ax (2 .6) dx a , 6 u = dx u + tu dxa .
All the following tensor components are with respect to (2 .5), (2 .6) . The idea of the above proof is the one used in [6] to get a projectively related connection with symmetric Ricci curvature on a projective manifold (see iii) of Section 1) . Indeed, on a manifold, the symmetry of the Ricci tensor is equivalent to S = 0 . However, in our case we cannot get B = 0 (globally) but, if we apply the same proof as in [6, p .88], we can obtain a projectively related connection on Q such that S = da with a of type (0,1) .
us define Now, let us consider again a transversal projective structure of the foliation F, defined by transversal c-atlas with basic connections Da, and let But then, it follows from (2 .10) and (2 .18) that the d"-cohomology class of w is well defined, and it does not depend on the transverse projective structure used for F .
It is known [15] that this class represents an element 
which is a foliate vector bundle of rank q+1, with the local bases These coefficients yield the "tensor"
and it has an invariant meaning to ask T to be skew-symmetric, which gives (for q % 2) Now, in order to escape from the arbitrary connection form n00 we have to go over to the projectivization of T(F), and it is nice to do this in the language of principal bundles .
Let us consider the principal bundle B T of the bases of T(F), factorize it by the relation of proportionality, and get the bundle PT of the projective frames of the fibres of T(F), whose structure group is the q-dimensional projective group . Then, let us take the principal subbundle B0 of B T consisting of bases with the first vector proportional to e of (3 .2), and perforen the same factorization to get a subbundle P0 of P T for which the structure group is the central-projective group (i .e ., the group of the projective transformations with a iven fixed oint) . Followin
it is P 0 T which plays the main role ; we consider it as a foliate principal bundle with the transition cocycle (3 .12) .
It is known that the general projective group P(q,R) is GQ(q+1,R)/centre, whence the corresponding Lie algebra p(q,R) is gk(q+1,R)%{pI} (I is the unit matrix) . Hence, (a'a) and (aa~of g£(q+1,R) define the same element of P(q,R) iff
and we can always take aa -daa0 as the representative of the corresponding element of P(q,R) . The central projective group P0 (q,R) and the corresponding Lie algebra p 0 (q,R) are defined similarly but using only matrices (aa) with Now, the normal connection of T(F) yields a connection on B T with the g£(q+1,R)-valued local connection forms (Ko), and this induces a connection on PT . Because of (3 .12), the matrices obtained from (Ko) by replacing Ka with 0 will yield a connection on BT , and this induces a connection on PT , whose P 0 (q,R)-valued local forms are represented by (Ka -d K') . As shown by (3 .11) and a (3 .22), the latter matrices do not depend on n0 any more .
Finally, let us also note another important property of PT . We start by introducing in the manifold BT the local coordinates (xa ,xu , where~a are the components of the vectors of a frame of B T with respect to the bases (3 .10) .
Then~a are "homogeneous coordinates" in PT , and, in view of (3 .12), the local equations x a = const ., quotients of la = const . define on P0 a foliation F0 whose leaves cover the leaves of F (like in the Riemannian case [10] ) . The mentioned property (which is a reason of refering to P0 ) is that F0 ádmits a transverse parallelization . (This is known for q=n [7] .) Indeed, let (n o) be the inverse matrix of (Ca) .Then, the global gk(q+1,R)- which are q 2 +2q linearly independent 1-forms on P T . Furthermore, the restriction of the forms (3 .25), E a excepted, to P0 define the normal connection on P0 , whence they provide q 2 +q independent 1-forms on PT . But, it is easy to see that ~0/p T = Ti JOdxb , and if we add them we obtain in all q?+2q independent 1-forms on the manifold PT , which constitute a global field of transverse coframes of the foliation F0 . Clearly, these coframes depend only on the transverse projective structure of F, and on the auxiliary Riemann metric g of M . Moreover, if F is a projective foliation these coframes do not depend on , g, and they are foliate with respect to FO . By going over to the corresponding dual frames, we see that we have obtained Theorem 3 .2 . Let F be a foliation of codimension q ó 2 on M, and g be an auxiliary Riemannian metric . Then, for every transverse projective structure of F, there is a uniquely defined global transverse parallelism (the "normal parallelism") of the foliation F0 on PT . If the given projective structure is foliate, this parallelism is independent of g, and is foliate as well .
Therefore, for projective foliations we have a situation which is similar to the one encountered in the case of the Riemannian foliations [10] , and one might try to use the methods of [10] in the study of the projective foliations .
Remark . Cartan's original method [3] could be used similarly in order to write down the normal connection of a conformal foliation . Namely, if F is a conformal 
